almanac = al + ma + nac n.
a yearly calendar giving statistical information on events and phenomena...
Also (archaic): almanack.
(C.14: from Medieval Latin almanachus, perhaps from late Greek almeniikhia)

A picture is worth a thousand words. If every good visual image collected in this Almanac told as much, then it would be destined for the library shelves. As it is, with 52 pictures—one for every week of the year—this publication is designed for bag, pocket or even in a novel stand-up fashion for the desk top. In a unique Anglo-Swiss venture, we have brought together some of the finest work of top international photographers. They give us their visual comments, through the lens, on social justice and the Third World.

Whilst the diary is to be used throughout the year, the images will linger far longer.

As an almanac, this publication lists some of the most significant global statistics of the year and provides a rich source of quotations by social commentators through the ages. Above all, the almanac is immensely practical; laced with good ideas for your personal organisation over the next twelve months. Look inside to find out.

Published by New Internationalist of Oxford, United Kingdom in conjunction with Helvetas of Zurich, Switzerland.

- calendar
- organizer
- reference book
- year planner
- diary
- discussion point
- picture source

THE NEW INTERNATIONALIST
YOUR 1989 THIRD WORLD ALMANAC INCLUDES:

OUTSIDE FRONT COVERS:

INSIDE FRONT COVERS:
- World time listing
- World map with time zones marked
- Explanation of strange-looking map
- How to use for this 1989 Third World Almanac

BELOW THIS PAGE:
- Personal details

FOLLOWING PAGE:
- Year planner begins, month by month helped by self-adhesive reminders for use on both year planner and diary.

NEXT:
- Diary - one week to view January to December inclusive

YELLOW PAGES:
1. BASIC INDICATORS
   The state of the world's people
2. NORTH & SOUTH
   What's the difference?
3. INCOME DISTRIBUTION
   Scales of injustice
4. WAR - The eagle and the bear
5. FOOD - Too little and too much
6. OVERSEAS AID
   Lend a helping hand
7. COMMODITY PRICES
   Running to stand still
8. SOCIAL PROGRESS
   Chinks of light
   - Action Directory: a guide to some of the campaigning organizations in Aotearoa (NZ), Australia, the UK, Canada and the US.

AT THE END:
- Telephone numbers
- Addresses/notes

QUOTATIONS
We have aimed to present pertinent quotations from significant people. However only over the last ten years has there emerged a growing awareness of the sexism inherent in language. Some quotes predate this consciousness and use 'man' or 'men' instead of 'people' or 'humanity'.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME: Kate Hook
ADDRESS: Geelong Grammar School - Highton
When it comes to healing people account has to be taken of those long neglected complementary methods of medicine.